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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Global pandemic of Novel corona virus (Covid 19) has become a public health emergency with multidimensional effect including education system. World has implemented physical distancing by “lockdown”strategy leading to disruption of normal routines of academic institutions. Medical students are bound to adapt web based online education system however; virtual teaching has both opportunities as well as challenges that needs to be explored for better medical education ahead.

Methods: This is an observational cross sectional survey conducted on 9th batch MBBS 4th year students of KIST medical college and teaching hospital. The online survey was done by google form via emails and responses were compiled on Microsoft database Excel program.

Result: Out of 93 students 88 (95.44%) responded comprising 63.6% female and 36.4% male. Among them 54.5% were from within the valley whereas 45.5% were from outside the valley. 26.1% found virtual teaching was very effective with several opportunities however 58% thought online classes were slightly effective. 65.9% found 45min duration is appropriate per session..

Conclusion: During the Covid pandemic, virtual online teaching has been alternative mode for continuity of medical education which can be attended from safe environment of home with proper utilization of time.
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INTRODUCTION

Corona virus Disease 2019 (COVID 19) which was first detected in Wuhan, China has now become pandemic affecting 213 countries around the globe. Global lockdown has disrupted all the sectors not sparing the medical education either.\(^1\)-\(^3\) All academic activities like clinical postings, ward rounds and classroom based theory lectures have been jeopardized. The virtual teaching via online platforms has been better alternative which has provided roadmap to learners to track themselves in university curriculum. Many medical schools have shifted from traditional classroom based teaching to other modes, employing online, distance or electronic learning.\(^4\)-\(^6\) Innovative transformation to virtual teaching poses various challenges and opportunities to educators as well as learner.

The aim of the study was to explore perception of students on virtual teaching in medical education and to evaluate its opportunities and challenges. By the constructive feedback of the undergraduate learners, medical educators can do best possible modifications in medical education by the appropriate use of technology.

METHODS

The observational cross sectional survey was conducted on 9\(^{th}\) batch MBBS (4th year students) of KIST medical college and teaching hospital. The online survey was done by google form via emails. Non probability sampling technique was used after the approval of institutional review committee (IRC). After going through the consent form those who voluntarily agreed to participate went through preformed questionnaires which comprised of open ended questions about online teaching versus traditional classroom based teaching. It also included their feedback regarding opportunities and challenges of virtual teaching.

Data collection was done by google form. Closed ended questions were designed on Likerts scale. Frequency and percentage were calculated by Microsoft excel database.

With a formal directive of Tribhuvan University its affiliated medical colleges have started online classes from May 2020 during the lockdown period. Our institute has adapted compatible free version of Zoom for virtual online class on basic as well as clinical sciences, which allow maximum of 100 participants with time limit of 40 minutes.

RESULTS

There were 88 respondents out of total 93 students, comprised of 56 female (63.6%) and 32 male (36.4%). Among them, 48 (54.5%) were from within the valley. Regarding the effectiveness of online class 58% thought it is slightly effective whereas 26.1% found it very effective while 14.8% were not sure about its effectiveness. 65.9% found 45min duration is appropriate per session whereas 35.2% wanted it to be an hour long. Only 36.4% considered adequate interaction between teachers and learners but 27.3% disagree with the statement and 31% were not sure about it. In contrary 90.9% of the students agreed traditional classroom teaching is more interactive than virtual online teaching out of which 14.8% strongly believed.

The opportunities they found in virtual teaching are given in figure 1.

![Figure 1. Opportunities of virtual teaching](image1)

Students faced various challenges during newly adapted virtual online classes are mentioned in figure 2.

![Figure 2. Challenges of virtual teaching](image2)
Global pandemic Covid 19 is emerging exponentially, posing a great challenge on health services as well as to medical education.1,3 To prevent community transmission of disease government has announced “lockdown” policy in the country which has disrupted the academic environment of institutions.7-9 Center for Disease control and prevention (CDC) has recommend not to conduct large conferences and discouraged large group meetings, person-to-person educational didactic lectures, and chalk talks.6 The crisis situation of Covid 19 has warrant a breakthrough change in medical education by digital technology, a better alternative mode of teaching.4,6 The immediate use and successful application of digital technology to tackle a major global public-health challenge in 2020.10 The new technologies like Zoom, Microsoft Team and Google Handouts application has optimized educational endeavors.6,10,11 These are sustainable, readily available at no cost and are invariably used for video conferences, anchoring large number of participants.6,12 A innovative way of delivering interactive learning activities by massive open online courses (MOOCs) are proved to be more efficient and effective in the field of medical education worldwide.13

Over the last several years, many medical schools have shifted from traditional forms classroom based teaching to other modes, employing online, distance or electronic learning.2 But it is still at infancy in our part of world for both educators and learners.12 In our institute, educators have adapted free version of Zoom for both dental and medical undergraduate teaching which limit 100 participants for 40 minutes per session. It has bridged the gap between teachers and students and had facilitated in learning according to university curriculum. In our study 45.45% agreed on proper utilization of time during lockdown period and 43.18% accepted that live online lectures have provided them trail to curriculum based systematically learning rather than self-learning without guidance. Synchronous format of face-to-face and online web-based learning technologies has provided safe learning environment to mitigate the spread of covid-19.7,10 Likewise 19.32% of our students found safe to be engaged in teaching learning activities from home, preserving social distancing and risk of exposure.3

Imperial college of London has given alternative to clinical placement through online repository of patient interview recordings and cases, which showed excellent student attendance and interaction.1 Similarly three month attendance records of online classes (May to July 2020) showed remarkable average attendance to be above 80% although there might be possibility of diversion to other activities after getting the sign in.12 Nevertheless 14.77% assumed, virtual teaching mode is not an ultimate substitute for medical education because of lack of clinical posting in hospital which is the integral part of medical education. Face to face sessions not only draw attention of the learners but also anchor the focus by more interactions and brainstorming activities. Studies have found that interaction with telemedicine technologies during undergraduate medical training contribute to improved core competency, medical knowledge, overall learning 3 But the cancellation of clinical clerkships, ward posting and real patient interaction has deprived the students to enhance their clinical skills. It is definitely irreplaceable entity of tradition core of medical education which cannot be completely fulfilled by virtual teaching. Many educators emphasized the importance of clinical posting, in person classroom teaching and real time feedback and collaborative interactions are hard to replicate by technology.2,3,14 Likewise in our study overall effectiveness of virtual teaching was accepted by 48.8% and 39.8% of them were not sure about its complete effectiveness however 11.4% were dissatisfied.

Blended learning methods consider being more effective as it integrate both traditional classroom based learning and web based.15 The participants recommended to incorporate web based learning as a part of academic curriculum. 7,10 The study done by Agrawal and et al stated post-graduate students...
found the blended learning sessions to be relevant and enjoyable to their learning needs and clinical practice. Likewise in our study 40.90% felt virtual teaching to be the good mode of learning.

In the open comments on opportunities and challenges of virtual online teaching; participants stated favorable comments like proper utilization of time, continuity of curriculum from safe home environment and appreciable effort of institution and educators during the unavoidable crisis situation. They were content with e-learning where they can clearly understand the displayed slides, take snapshot for future reference, felt like one to one teaching and easy approach with the teacher to interact rather than facing a mass in lecture hall. Moreover many considered e-learning to be feasible, cheap and innovative alternative mode of education. On the other hand, about the challenges majority had technical hurdles like poor internet service, server problem leading to interruptions that cause nuisance in learning. They recommend the simultaneous need of practical sessions to break monotonous flow of theory classes. Since nearly half of the students are from out of valley, they emphasized the need of text books, library access and other learning materials. There were 15.9% who had distractions from unfriendly study environment of home, disturbance from family members and social obligations; some were even drifted apart by social Medias and internet search during the class.

Although faculties and educators emphasized it is not the replication of tradition clinical hospital based medical education. In one of the Chinese medical school, online problem-based learning techniques were implemented which proved to be popular. Successful pedagogical use of technology depends upon understanding and acceptance of teachers toward technology. Allan and et al found 68% of teachers accepted to use e-learning system. Teachers need to be empowered and encouraged to be active adult learners themselves as they act with critical power in their world, and to take charge of their own learning. A wide range of technology options like digital libraries, distance learning networks, multimedia software, learning management system virtual simulation, webinars, video conferences. Educators and institutions must identify feasible e-learning tools to enhance the digital teaching modalities for the better outcome and satisfaction of both educator and learner. Distance learning (E-learning) is popular in medical schools mostly in training of procedures and practices whereas tele-education is a blended learning method of tele-education technology and traditional instructor-led training which are found more effective. For the establishment of competency based learning models, teachers and educators need opportunities to explore the ways and innovative techniques to transform their existing pedagogies to student centered teaching.

CONCLUSION

Innovative technology based virtual online teaching is a challenge to learners along with educators. Technical difficulty is the major problem faced during online teaching. During the Covid pandemic, virtual online teaching has been alternative mode for continuity of medical education which can be attended from safe environment of home with proper utilization of time.
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